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Birth of Macro-Tungusic States in Manchuria

Tang Provinces in 742 and 763
Twitchett (1979: 403, 488)
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Proto-Macro-Tungusic State and Unified China

CHAPTER TWELVE
BIRTH OF THE MACRO TUNGUSIC STATES IN MANCHURIA
KOGURYEO AND PARHAE FACING THE UNIFIED MAINLAND CHINA

1. A Proto-Macro-Tungusic State, Unified Mainland China,
and Diastrophism

12.1. Sui (609 AD)
Twitchett (1979: 129)
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See Grousset (1970: 67-72).

Eastern Turks were destroyed by the

Tang in 630-46, and then reemerged in
682-745. The Xiong-nu were apparently
the ancestors of the mediaeval Turks,
and spoke an early form of Turkic. The
existence of numerous Turkic

By the early fifth century, the Jou-jan chieftain She-lun
(r. 402-10) established a centralized state on the Mongolian
steppe, but were crushed and superseded by the Turks in 552.1
The Turks established two vast empires by the late sixth
century. The seat of the eastern Turkic rulers with the imperial
title of Khagan remained on the upper Orkhon, near the future
Karakorum, while the western Turkic rulers with the lower title
Yabghu stretched their empire from the great Altai to Persia
and the Caspian Sea. As mainland China was pulling itself
together under the Sui dynasty, there arose the Turkish
confederacy along the northern frontier, reminiscent of the
situation of the Han dynasty confronting the Xiong-nu.2

loanwords in Mongolic suggests that
there was a period when the linguistic
ancestors of the Mongols were
dominated by a Turkic population with
massive cultural and political power. In
contrast to Mongolic languages, the
Tungusic in Manchuria shows very few
lexical parallels with Turkic. See
Ledyard (1983: 320) and Janhunen
(1996: 172, 183, 186).

THE SUI CAME TO UNIFY THE MAINLAND CHINA AS THE
SUCCESSOR OF XIANBEI NORTHERN ZHOU

Internal rebellion brought down the Northern Wei
dynasty (386-534). The founder of Sui dynasty, Yang Jian
(Wen-di, r. 581-604), was from the northwestern Guan-lung
aristocratic clan that had served, successively, the Xianbei
dynasties of Northern Wei, Western Wei (535-56) and
Northern Zhou (556-81). Yang Jian’s wife, Empress Wen-xian,
was a daughter of Du-gu Xin who was from a Xianbei clan
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that had intermarried for centuries with the great families of
Xianbei dynasties. The eldest daughter of Du-gu Xin was
married to the first Northern Zhou emperor (Yu-wen Tai’s son,
Ming-di, r. 557-60), the seventh to Yang Jian (Sui Wen-di, r.
581-604), and the fourth to the father of Li Yuan (the Gao-zu
of Tang, r. 618-26).3 The founders of both the Sui and Tang
dynasties were all of Xianbei descent.
When Yang Jian took over the Northern Zhou in 581,
the real power was held by members of military aristocratic
clans, mostly of Xianbei or mixed descent. According to
Twitchett (1979: 81), “about 65 percent of top-ranking
Northern Zhou officials were of non-Chinese origin. Wen-di
had himself grown up within this system, and most of his
friends and chief advisors came from this group.”
In 534, the Northern Wei was divided into the
Western Wei (which became the Northern Zhou), and the
Eastern Wei (534-50, which became the Northern Qi, 550-77).
The frontier Han Chinese usually attached themselves to the
dominant steppe or forest people. There are Chinese sources
confirming their typical behavior. The following statement is
taken from the Yan-shi Jia-xun, written during the reign of
Northern Qi: “One day an official of Qi court told me, ‘I have
a son who is already 17 years old. He is quite good in
composing letters and memorials. I am having him taught the
Xianbei language and playing the lute. I want him to learn these
things so that he can become useful to the highest officials of
the state and may gain their favor as well.’ ”4 There was as
much “barbarization” of northern Han Chinese as
Sinincization of the “barbarians.”
The Western Wei, in which the Xianbei elements
remained strongest, became the Northern Zhou in 557 that
could briefly reunify northern China by conquering the
Northern Qi in 577 and occupying the northern territory of
Chen in 579. The Sui dynasty (581-618) came to unify the
entire mainland China as the successor of Xianbei Northern
Zhou.
Sui Wen-di unified the entire mainland China in 589.
At the time when China was uniting, the Turks were
disintegrating from internal strife.5 Wen-di, by simply
manipulating intrigues, could split Turkic power, eliminate
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See Twitchett (1979: 63-4, 151).

周書[北周 556-81] 卷一 帝紀 第一
文帝上 太祖 文皇帝 姓宇文氏 諱
泰…代武川人也 其先...鮮卑慕之 奉
遂總十二部落...其俗謂天曰

以爲主

宇 謂君曰文 因號宇文國 幷以爲
氏焉
周書 卷一 帝紀第四 明帝 [55760] ...太祖 長子也

魏書 卷一 序紀第一 …國有大鮮卑
山…北俗謂土爲托 謂后爲跋 故以
爲氏… 至成皇帝…立 統國三十六
大姓九十九
周書

卷十六

…雲中人也

其先…者

列傳第八

魏氏之初

獨孤信

有三十六部

爲部落大人

與魏俱起

祖…和平[北魏, 460-5]中…父…爲領
民酋長…信與太祖鄕里 少相友善…
從高祖東討…信長女 周明敬后 第
四女 元貞皇后 第七女 隋文獻后 周
隋及皇家 三代 皆爲外戚 自古以來
未之有也
周書 卷九 列傳第一 皇后 明帝獨
孤皇后...信長女
舊唐書 卷一 本紀 第一 高祖
高祖...姓李氏

諱淵...皇考諱昞...追

尊元皇帝 廟號世祖…文帝獨孤皇后
卽高祖從母也
4

Quotes from the Yan Zhi-tui’s 顔之推

Yan-shi Jia-xun 顔氏家訓.

齊朝有一位士大夫 曾經對我說 我
有一個孩子 已經十七歲了 懂得一
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Sui, Successor of Xianbei Northern Zhou

些書信 公文的書寫 我敎他 學習鮮
卑語和彈琵琶 只要稍稍 掌握一些
就可以用這些本領去 爲公卿們效力

refractory khans, and bring the remaining khans to suzerainty.
But this new dynasty was destined to perish in three decades as
the result of disastrous campaigns against Koguryeo.

了 沒有不受寵的道理 這也是一件
SUI PERISHED BY DISASTROUS CAMPAIGNS AGAINST THE

很重要的事情

PROTO-MACRO-TUNGUSIC STATE, KOGURYEO
Schreiber (1949-5: 388) contends that:
“To provide one’s own son with an
elementary knowledge of the Xianbei
language, as a means of giving him a
better opportunity for a political career,
makes sense only when the ruling
class, the Tuoba, spoke the Xianbei
language.” Schreiber (ibid: 390-1) notes
that love of singing and of playing the
lute 琵琶 must have been a noted
peculiarity of the Xianbei, and that the
two collections of Xianbei songs bear
testimony to the love of the Xianbei for
songs.
5
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Barfield (1989: 136-38)

隋書 卷八十一 列傳 第四十六 東

夷 高麗 開皇十八年 元率靺鞨之衆
萬餘騎寇遼西 榮州總管韋沖擊走之
高祖聞而大怒 [高句麗 嬰陽王 九
年]
Ying-zhou (modern Chao-yang
county) was located outside the Great
Wall and had been occupied by Gao
Baoning in the 570s.
7

三國史記 高句麗本紀 第八 嬰陽

王 九年 王率靺鞨之衆萬餘 侵遼西
…隋文帝聞而大怒

命…將水陸三十

萬來伐…軍中乏食 復遇疾疫 師還
死者十八九 十八年 初煬帝之幸啓
民 帳也 我使者在啓民所…與之見
帝…帝…宣旨曰…苟或不朝…往巡彼

Koguryeo, just like Chosun in the time of Han,
occupied Manchuria east of the Liao River as well as the
northern part of the Korean peninsula, with its capital located
at Pyung-yang. Koguryeo was the first to open hostilities
against the Sui dynasty, with an assault across the Liao River.
According to the Sui-shu and Samguk-sagi, King Yung-yang of
Koguryeo, leading ten thousand strong Mohe cavalrymen,
invaded Ying-zhou (Chao-yang) in 598.6
Sui Wen-di had conquered the Chen dynasty in 589,
constructed a new palace in 593, performed the feng sacrifice
(symbolizing his possession of the Mandate of Heaven), and
issued in 595 the edict to confiscate all private weapons à la
Qin Shi-huang-di. In order to get a pool of talent relatively free
of hereditary privilege, Wen-di reintroduced the old Han style
examination system. While the Turks remained divided, the Sui
army had been thoroughly reorganized. Wen-di mobilized army
and navy, appointed his youngest son, Prince Liang, as the
Chief Commander, and then launched a full-scale expedition
against Koguryeo in 598. The 300,000 strong Sui army,
however, first had difficulties with food supplies, and then was
caught in the usual heavy summer rain. The Sui army suffered
an epidemic, while its navy was destroyed in a violent
windstorm. Fewer than 20 percent of the Sui army returned
from this expedition.
Yang-di (604-18), the second Sui emperor, looked
upon the eastern Turks as important allies. In 605, he
dispatched 20,000 Turks to destroy the Qidans, and threatened
the Koguryeo with an attack by the Turks if they did not
submit to his rule. When Yang-di visited the Turkish
headquarters in 607, however, the Khaghan was found
negotiating with envoys from Koguryeo.7 When Yang-di later
attacked Koguryeo expecting Turkish support, the Turks failed
to appear.
Yang-di castigated the king of Koguryeo for his
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failure to submit, and for his collusion with the Qidan and the
Mohe in violating Sui territory. Yang-di hastened the extension
of the Grand Canal from Hang-zhou to the Luo-yang region in
the northwest, and then to the region of Tian-jin and Beijing.
Special war taxes were levied on the rich, and the largest force
in history (said to number over one million men) with massive
logistic support was assembled at Zhuo-zhun in the area of
modern Beijing. Yang-di launched his ill-fated attack on Liaodong in 611.
The Kogureyo fortresses along the east bank of the
Liao River held out against Yang-di until the late summer rains
made military operations impossible. When the Sui armies
failed to take Liao-dong Fortress (modern Liao-yang), Yang-di
let a third of his forces, some 300,000 strong, strike directly at
Pyung-yang. But the Sui army was lured into a trap by General
Ulchi Mun-deok, and suffered a calamitous defeat at the Sal-su
(Cheong-cheon River). It is recorded that only 2,700 of the
300,000 Sui soldiers who had crossed the Yalu River survived
to find their way back. Yang-di had to lift the siege of Liaodong Fortress and return to Luo-yang.8
In 613, the Sui army again crossed the Liao River, but
in the midst of the campaign word reached Yang-di of the
revolt by Yang Xuan-gan, and he had to return with his army.
Yang-di’s army crossed the Liao River a third time in 614, but
again the fortresses along the river held. He ordered the armies
to stand by for a fourth expedition, but by this time the
country was seething with rebellion.
After each defeat, the conquest of Koguryeo became
a greater obsession of Yang-di. Every campaign, however,
ended so disastrously that before long the war-exhausted
empire crumbled.9 The powerful but short-lived Sui dynasty
(581-618) was succeeded by the Tang dynasty (618-906).
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土…啓民突厥可汗也
8

Lee (1984: 47)

9

Twitchett (1979: 143-149)

TANG GAO-ZU, A FIRST COUSIN OF SUI YANG-DI

Li Yuan (Tang Gao-zu, 618-26) was a scion of the Li
family that had, according to Wechsler (Twitchett, 1979: 150-1),
Xianbei ethnic background.10 Li Yuan was one of the most
powerful Sui generals; a special favorite of Wen-di and a first
cousin of Sui Yang-di, their mothers being sisters. His
grandfather, Li Hu, descended from prominent Northern Wei

12.2. Koguryeo An-ak No. 3 Tomb

Tang Gao-zu Had Xianbei Ethnic Background

12.3. Koguryeo Tomb Painting
Yak-su-ri, Kang-seo, Nampo City
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Franke and Twitchett (1994: 14) note

that: “… since the seventh century CE
…many Qidan grandees were
rewarded with honorary ranks and
noble titles by the Tang emperors.
Some of them were awarded with the
surname Li, which shows that they had
been given the privilege of bearing the
family name of the ruling Tang house.”
11

12

Barfield (1989: 140)

舊唐書 列傳第七 劉文靜...使于始

畢可汗...皇帝…起義軍....願與可汗兵
馬同入京師 人衆土地入唐公財帛金
寶入突厥
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generals, became one of the Eight Pillars of State (the chief
commanders associated with the Yu-wen Tai’s seizing the
throne for his son before his death in 556) in founding the
Northern Zhou in 557, and was ennobled as the Duke of Tang
in 558. The title was inherited by Li Yuan. At that time, the Li
clan was centered on a garrison established by the Northern
Wei near modern Da-tong (Ping-cheng), which was also the
home of Yu-wen Tai.
Li Yuan’s close relationship with the Empress Wenxian assured him of a distinguished career. As commander of
the Tai-yuan garrison, however, he struck a deal with the
Turkish khaghan, led troops out of Tai-yuan with his eldest
son, Jian-zheng (who was later appointed heir apparent) and
the second son, Shi-min (who later murdered his elder bother),
and occupied Xi-an in 617.
The ethnic origin of the northern aristocratic clans
was a mix of Xianbei, Turks and old frontier Han Chinese.
They placed strong emphasis on martial virtues, and personal
participation in warfare and hunting was highly valued.11 The
ruling families of the southern dynasties, mostly those who had
fled from the north, considered themselves to be the true heirs
of old Han Chinese culture.
According to the Old Tang-shu, Li Yuan sought the
support of Shih-pi, the great khan of the Eastern Turks, by
declaring that “the population and the territory belong to the
Duke of Tang; the treasures, cloth, goods, and precious things
belong to the Turks.” Hence Jagchid and Symons (1989: 69)
note: “put it simply, Shih-pi Khan extracted a promise from the
Tang founder that he would receive all movable wealth in
China.” The Khan’s purpose in joining Li Yuan was not to
occupy the lands of China but to seize its riches. Later, Taizong (Li Shi-min) blurted: “Formerly, when the kingdom was
about to be created, the Retired Emperor [Gao-zu] entered into
vassalage to the Turks for the sake of the people. How can we
not hate this both in heart and mind? We wish to exterminate
the Xiong-nu (see ibid., p. 70).” 12 Tai-zong (626-49) destroyed
the Eastern Turks in 646.
Tai-zong was adept at the game of steppe politics,
displaying a profound knowledge of steppe culture and
tradition. He was an expert on nomad battle tactics. Li Shi-min
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was, according to Barfield (1989: 141), a “master of strategic
retreat, letting larger armies exhaust themselves before he
attacked. He personally led troops in battle and had four
mounts shot from under him. He enshrined these horses in
stone, with an accurate rendering of each horse’s physical traits,
including the number of arrow wounds. Such concern with
detail about horses and battles was characteristic of steppe
leaders.”
The Sui as well as the early Tang courts organized
their empires by means of tried institutions that had been
employed under the Tuoba-Xianbei Wei dynasty. The Tang
administration initially featured the dual military/civilian
organization. The “barbarization” of North China under
foreign rule was so thoroughgoing by that time that Tai-zong
(626-49) was able to rule both the steppe and mainland China.
Turkish tribes either went over to the Tang or fled west. The
combination of a Chinese-style administration backed by a
Turkish army expanded Tang’s power to new heights. Turkish
military specialists under the Tang banner expanded China’s
border deep into Central Asia, extending Tang’s direct authority
to the Pamirs by 648.13 As far as the “Eastern Barbarians” were
concerned, however, it was an entirely different story. Tai-zong
experienced humiliating defeats in the battles against Koguryeo.
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舊唐書 列傳第十七 李靖...太宗…曰
…太上皇以百姓之故

稱臣於突厥

朕未嘗 不痛心疾首 志滅匈奴
13

Barfield (1989: 140, 142)

12.4. Koguryeo Gilt-Bronzae Crown
Jeong-am-ri, Pyung-yang

THE TANG DEFEATED BY THE MACRO-TUNGUSIC KOGURYEO

In 644, Tang forces were sent to probe the Koguryeo
defenses in Liao-dong, and subsequently a large number of
troops were sent to the northeast. In the spring of 645, Taizong had at last reached the front and the invasion began. The
army led by Tai-zong and general Li Shih-chi marched on Liaodong, while a naval force numbering 40,000 men in five
hundred ships sailed to attack Pyung-yang from the sea. Li
Shih-chi was the general who was sent over the Gobi in 629 by
Tai-zong in command of 100,000 troops to conquer the
Eastern Turks. According to Old Tang-shu, the emperor
personally carried the heaviest earth bag to fill up the moat
under the Liao-dong Fortress, and sucked the blood from an
arrow wound suffered by one of his generals.
Tai-zong managed to capture the Liao-dong Fortress
and a number of others. The invasion force, however, was

12.5. Koguryeo Tomb Paintings
(top) Deok-heung-ri, Nam-po City
(bottom) Ji’an Tomb No. 12
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Tang Forces Defeated by Koguryeo Army

12.6. Dae-sung San-sung, Pyung-yang
14
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Lee (1984: 48)

舊唐書 列傳 第一百四十九 渤海

靺鞨 史臣曰 隋煬帝 縱欲無厭 興
兵遼左..遂亡其國 我太宗文皇帝 親
馭戎輅 東征高麗 雖有成功 所損亦
甚…悔於出師…夷狄之國 猶石田也
得之無益 失之何傷 必務求虛名 以
勞有用 但當修文德以來之 被聲敎
以服之 擇信以撫之 謹邊備以防之
使重譯來庭

航海入貢 玆庶得其道

halted before the An-shi Fortress (modern Ying-zheng-zi),
southwest of Liao-yang. Although a minor link in Koguryeo’s
chain of defensive strongholds, it withstood a siege of more
than sixty days, during which the Tang army threw all its
strength into as many as six or seven assaults in a single day.
But the defenders, commanded by Yang Man-chun, hurled
back each fresh attack.14 Tai-zong had personally commanded
the generals and led the attacks. After two months of futile
attempts to take the fortress, and facing the imminent onset of
the bitter winter, Li Shi-min ordered a withdrawal. Tai-zong
bestowed one hundred pil of silk upon the Koguryeo
commander of the An-shi Fortress in appreciation for his
successful defense and loyalty to the king. The whole
expedition ended in great disaster.
Early in 647, Tai-zong once again attacked Koguryeo,
but the results were inconclusive. In 648 Tai-zong announced
that in the next year he was going to raise an army of 300,000
men to crush Koguryeo completely. Chagrined at his only
major defeat, Tai-zong died in the following year.
The chronicler of Old Tang-shu commented: “The
avarice of Sui Yang-di caused the expeditions across the Liao
River that had ruined the dynasty. The expeditions by Tai-zong
gained some but lost more. He himself regretted of having
made such campaigns. The barbarian land covered with gravel
is useless even when conquered, and there is nothing to lose
when abandoned. Futile hardships for vanity! It is better to
communicate with them through interpreters, and induce them
to pay homage and tributes.”15

也
16

17

Fairbank and Goldman (1992: 84)

舊唐書卷五 高宗下 五年秋八月

…皇帝稱天皇 皇后稱天后
In 658, Gao-zong (or Empress Wu) let
General Shiel-un-guei attack the
Koguryeo fort of Chi-feng, and then
Koguryeo dispatched General Du-bangru leading 30,000 soldiers to fight back.
The Tang force could destroy the

EMPRESS WU CONQUERS PAEKCHE AND ALSO …

Li Shi-min was succeeded by Gao-zong (649-83) who
was sickly and weak minded. Empress Wu ruled China, first
through Gao-zong (660-83), then through her young sons for a
period of time (684-90) after Gao-zong’s death, and finally as
empress of a new dynasty, Zhou (690-705). She became the
first and the last woman ruler in China.
The aristocratic clans of North China had been
mainly non-Chinese in origin, and they used to be the major
source of officials for the central government. Although the
examination system got started in Sui times, it did not really
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dominate the process whereby officials were recruited.16 Under
Gao-zong’s reign, however, administration fell either to court
favorites or to the growing class of professional bureaucrats
recruited by the examination system. The Tang began the
transition from rule by hereditary aristocratic clans to rule by a
bureaucracy selected by examination
Gao-zong, in poor health for some time, had been
forced to retire to a summer palace in 657, and to hold court
only on alternate days. According to Twitchett (1979: 255), “the
empress’s position became virtually impregnable after the tenth
month of 660, when Gao-zong apparently suffered a serious
stroke. The empress took easily to administering the empire
during his recurrent periods of incapacity. By the end of 660
the empress Wu was ruler of the empire in fact if not in
name.” In 674, she assumed the grandiose title of Heavenly
Empress (Tian-Hou), bestowing the title Heavenly Emperor
(Tian-Huang) on Gao-zong, for the first time in Chinese history.
The Japanese were soon to copy this august title, “the Heavenly
Emperor.” 17
In the year 660, Empress Wu sent an invasion fleet
against Paekche under the command of Su Ting-fang, while
Silla forces led by Kim Yu-sin marched to attack Paekche in
concert. Su Ting-fang was the general who had destroyed the
Western Turkish army in a battle fought near the Issyk-Kul
three years earlier in 657. The Tang army was soon to capture
the capital of Paekche.
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Koguryeo army with the help of the
Qidan.

資治通鑑 卷二百 唐紀十六 高宗
顯慶三年 六月 榮州都督兼東夷都
護 程名振 右領軍中郞將薛仁貴 將
兵攻高麗之 赤峯鎭拔之 斬首四百
餘級捕虜百餘人 高麗遣其大將豆方
婁帥衆三萬拒之

名振而契丹逆擊

大破之 斬首二千五百級

12.7. Koguryeo Gilt-Bronze Headgear
Tong-myung Tomb No. 7, Pyung-yang

2. Fall of the Paekche Kingdom in Korean Peninsula

September 5, 660. Shocking news arrived at the
Yamato court from Paekche: in July, Silla drew the Tang people
onto the Korean peninsula, destroyed Paekche, and captured
the King and his ministers. Shortly thereafter followed another
report: Bok-sin, Minister of Paekche, collected the scattered
ranks, regrouped an army, strengthened their fighting spirit, and
the Tang forces dared not launch an attack against Bok-sin.
October, 660. Bok-sin dispatched an envoy to the
Yamato court, asking for troops and assistance, and Paekche
Prince Pung-jang returned to inherit the throne.18

12.8. Sickle and Iron Fittings for Farm
Tools, A-cha-san No. 4 Koguryeo Fort

Fall of the Paekche Kingdom

12.9. Battle of Armored Cavalry,
Koguryeo, Sam-sil Tomb Painting, Jian
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齊明 六年九月 己亥朔癸卯 百濟

遣…等 來奏曰 或本云 逃來告難
今年七月 新羅…引構唐人 傾覆百
濟 君臣總 俘…福信…誘聚散卒…
旣而百濟兵翻銳 唐不敢入…冬十月
…福信遣…等…乞師請救 幷乞王子
余豐璋…將爲國主 (NII: 345-347)
19

齊明 六年秋九月 詔曰 乞師請救

聞之古昔 扶危繼絶 著自恒典 百濟
國 窮來歸我…志有難奪 可分命將
軍 百道俱前 (NII: 347) See Aston
(N2: 268-9).
20

齊明 七年春正月 丁酉朔丙寅 御

船西征 始就于海路…居于…行宮…
名曰長津 五月…遷居于朝倉…宮…
秋七月甲午朔丁巳 天皇崩于朝倉宮
…皇太子奉徙天皇喪 還至…歸就于
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Queen Saimei proclaimed: “We learn that in ancient
times [likely implying the time of King Kwang-gae-to the
Great] there have been cases of troops being asked for and
assistance requested: to render help in emergencies, and to
restore that which has been interrupted, is a manifestation of
ordinary principles of right. The Land of Paekche, in its
extremity, has come to us and placed itself in our hands . . .
Our resolution in this matter is unshakable. We will give
separate orders to our generals to advance at the same time by
a hundred routes. . . .”19
January 6, 661. Queen Saimei sailed westward to
Kyūshū in order to command the entire operation to rescue
Paekche at the front. July 24. Queen Saimei, who had been
leading the rescue operation at the Asakura temporary palace in
northern Kyūshū, died. November 7. Crown Prince (Tenji)
carried her remains back to Asuka, and held the funeral.20
July, 662. The Crown Prince, dressed in white
mourning clothes, set up his residence in the Nagatsu
temporary palace in Kyūshū, commanding the overseas rescue
operation.21
March, 663. The Crown Prince dispatched an army of
27,000 to attack Silla. August 28. Soldiers of Yamato, ten
thousand strong, who came across the sea to rescue Paekche,
were annihilated at the mouth of the Paek-chon River Pungjang took a boat and escaped to Koguryeo along with a few
followers. September 7. Fortress Chu-yu fell to Tang force.22
January 3, 668. The Crown Prince, who had been in
mourning clothes coping with the emergency on the Korean
peninsula, belatedly succeeded to the throne, becoming King
Tenji. September, 668. Tang forces destroyed Koguryeo.23
All of the above are excerpts from Nihongi. Western
scholars have tended to accept what I believe to be the onesided Japanese version of the ancient Korea-Japan relationship,
but they cannot help but remain puzzled by such a question as
posed by Batten: “Why the Japanese should have thrown
themselves with such vigor into a war that, if not quite an
intramural Korean conflict, had at least no direct bearing on
Japanese territory, is not easy to answer. The explanation
offered by Nihon-shoki . . . while high-sounding, can hardly be
taken at face value.”24
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海…還泊難波 十一月壬申朔戊戌…
殯于飛鳥 (NII: 348-351)

3. Unification of the Korean Peninsula: Silla Expels the
Tang Army

21

天智 卽位前紀 七年七月…皇太

子素服稱制…遷居于長津宮 稍聽水
EMPRESS WU CONQUERS KOGURYEO

Twitchett (1979: 282) notes: “with Paekche secured as
a base, Gao-zong (or perhaps the empress, who had taken over
the government during her husband’s recent illness) planned a
multi-pronged invasion of Koguryeo by Chinese forces
advancing both from Paekche, and from Liao-dong.” But the
Tang forces in Paekche were tied down by a rebellion and were
unable to join in the assault. In 661, Su Ting-fang sailed his
fleet to the Tae-dong River, making a frontal attack on Pyungyang. The Tang force was, however, defeated by Yon Kaesomun and forced to withdraw. The remnants of the Paekche
resistance force were, on the other hand, annihilated in 663.
After the death of Yon Kae-somun in 666, a power
struggle broke out among his sons and younger brother. The
eldest son was driven out by the second son. He fled to the old
capital at Kuk-nae-sung and then surrendered to Tang, while
the younger brother of Yon Kae-somun went over to Silla.
Empress Wu seized this opportunity and mounted a fresh
invasion under the command of Li Shih-chi in 667. Silla
launched a coordinated offensive. Unlike Sui Yang-di, Empress
Wu enlisted a peninsular ally against the Koguryeo.
Furthermore, the Tang army received active assistance from the
defector this time. Koguryeo held out for another year, and the
end came in 668.25

表之軍政 (NII: 353)
22

天智 二年三月…率二萬七千人

打新羅…秋八月…率健兒萬餘…於
白村江…戌申 日本船師初至者 與
大唐船師合戰…己酉…官軍敗續…
百濟王豐璋 與數人乘船 逃去高麗
九月辛亥朔丁巳 百濟州柔城 始降
於唐 (NII: 357- 358)
23

天智 七年春正月 丙戌朔戊 子

皇太子卽天皇位 冬十月大 唐大將
軍英公 打滅高麗 (NII: 367-371)
24

Batten (1986: 212)

25

Lee (1984: 66-67)

SILLA EXPELS THE TANG ARMY FROM THE PENINSULA

According to the Samguk-sagi, Li Shi-min (Tai-zong)
had solicited in 648 the collaboration of Silla to conquer
Koguryeo and Paekche, promising the Silla the entire Korean
peninsula south of Pyung-yang, including the Paekche
territories. When the Silla succeeded in destroying Paekche and
Koguryeo in coalition with Tang forces, they were shocked to
see Empress Wu establishing commanderies not only in the old
Paekche and Koguryeo territories but also, even nominally, in
Silla territory, appointing their king as the chief of the Silla

12.10. Koguryeo Fortresses: Scene of
Battles against Sui and Tang

Unification of Korean Peninsula by Silla

12.11. Koguryeo Hwangryong Sansung

12.12. Koguryeo Tomb of General
Jian

12.13. Koguryeo Roof Tile
An-hak Palace Site, Pyung-yang
26

Barfield (1989: 145)
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Commandery.
The Tang court had at first appointed a Tang general
as the chief of the Paekche Commandery but, in order to
placate the Paekche people, soon replaced him with a son of
the Paekche’s last king.
The conflict between Tang and Silla surfaced in 670.
An armed clash erupted in June and recurred on October 6th,
671. The Silla army, together with the remnants of the
Koguryeo army, attacked the Tang force in August 672. The
Tang army, augmented by the Qidan and Mohe auxiliaries,
attacked the northern frontier of Silla in September 673, but
was defeated. When Silla occupied all of the Paekche territories
and further absorbed the Koguryeo rebels, Tang sent a large
army, but Silla was able to destroy a 200,000 man-strong Tang
army on February 29th, 675, capturing 30,380 horses. During
that year, Silla also won a series of battles (18 in number)
against the Tang army and Qidan-Mohe auxiliaries. The Silla
navy defeated the Tang navy in 22 battles along the Puyeo
(Paekche) sea-coast in November 676, beheading 4,000 Tang
soldiers. The conflict between Tang and Silla escalated into the
Six-Year War (671-6) between the Han Chinese and the Yemaek Tungus people.
By 676, Silla could expel the entire Tang army from
the Korean peninsula, and the Tang Commandery at Pyungyang had to be relocated to Liao-dong. Silla came to occupy the
entire Paekche territories and much of the southern Koguryeo.
Twitchett (1979: 284-5) notes: “In 678 the emperor [Empress
Wu] was dissuaded from mounting a major campaign against
Silla, on the grounds that defense against the Tibetans was then
far more urgent a matter than control of Korea. The plan to
conquer and administer Korea was abandoned.” Furthermore,
there reemerged the Second Turkic Empire in 682 that ruled
the Mongolian steppes until it was replaced by the Uighur
Turkic Empire (744-840).
Though expelled from the Korean peninsula, the
territorial expansion, accomplished by the Tang after the
complete unification of mainland China in 628 until the
appearance of the Second Turkic Empire in 682, far surpassed
the expansions achieved under the great martial emperors of
the past – Qin Shi-huang-di and Han Wu-di.26 The Tang was,
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however, unable to enjoy its military triumph for long.27
4. Creating a New History of the Yamato Kingdom in the
Japanese Islands

In the month of December 670, the Silla Pon-ki (the
Annals of Silla in Samguk-sagi) reports that “Wa State”
changed its name to “Nippon.”28 King Tenji died on December
3, 671.29 Earlier, Tenji’s younger brother had married the
second daughter of Tenji (who later became Queen Jitō). He
staged the so-called “Coup of Jin-shin” in 672, and made
himself king on February 27, 673, becoming King Tenmu.30
March 17, 681. Tenmu ordered six princes and six
ministers to compile the histories of the Yamato kingdom.31
As Paekche and Koguryeo were conquered one by
one by their archenemy Silla that drew Tang forces onto the
Korean peninsula, the sense of crisis and anxiety of the
Yamato rulers regarding the fate of their kingdom on the
Japanese archipelago was heightened far beyond imagination.
The disappearance of the Paekche kingdom and the unification
of the Korean peninsula in the hands of the Silla people
caused an unprecedented identity crisis for the Yamato rulers.
Should they continue to identify themselves with the Paekche,
they feared their days on the Japanese islands would be
numbered. They did not want to cast their fate with the
Paekche. In order to establish an entirely new identity as a
native polity disconnected from the Paekche, and to secure a
permanent future in the Japanese islands, Tenmu (673-86)
ordered the creation of new histories of the Yamato dynasty.
The Preface to Kojiki states that Tenmu had profound
knowledge of ancient histories and was able to comprehend
the previous age thoroughly. On an appointed day before
Tenmu died in 686, the outline of the new history of the
Yamato kingdom was at last finalized, and was memorized by
Hieda Are, then 28 years old, who had extraordinary powers of
memory. Tenmu’s own words, quoted in the Preface of Kojiki,
offer a glimpse of Tenmu’s sense of crisis and of the necessity,
therefore, to create a new history: “Those chronicles handed
down and kept by the head family of each clan contain records

12.14. Clay-Iron Cooking Instruments
Ku-yi-dong Kogureo Fortress
27

Twitchett (1979: 284)

28

文武王 十年十二月...倭國更號日

本 自言近日所出以爲名 (S1: 128)
Nihongi was still reading the Chinese
characters Nippon as Yamato.

日本 此云耶麻謄 (NI: 81)
夜麻登(倭) (K: 162)
29

天智 十年十二月 癸亥朔乙 丑

天皇崩于近江宮 (NII: 381)
30

天武 下 二年二月 丁巳朔癸未…

卽帝位於飛鳥淨御原宮 (NII: 411)
31

天武 下 十年三月丙戌 天皇以詔

…令記定帝紀及上古諸事 (NII: 447)

Creating New History of Yamato Kingdom

32

古事記上卷 幷序

臣安萬侶言 … 飛鳥淸原大宮御大八
州天皇御世…潭探上古…明觀先代…
於是天皇詔之 朕聞 諸家之所䝴帝
紀及本辭 旣違正實 多加虛僞 當今
之時不改其失 未經幾年其旨欲滅
斯乃 邦家之經緯 王化之鴻基焉 故
惟 撰錄帝紀 討覈舊辭

削僞定實

欲流後葉 時有舍人 姓稗田 名阿禮
年是二十八 爲人聰明 度目誦口 拂
耳勒心 卽 勅語阿禮 令誦習帝皇日
繼及先代舊辭 然 運移世異 未行其
事矣…以和銅四年九月十八日 詔臣
安萬侶 撰錄稗田阿禮所誦之勅語舊
辭 以獻上者…和銅五年正月二十八
日 正五位上勳五等太朝臣安萬侶
(K:. 44-46)
33

In 645, prince Naka no Ōe (Tenji,
661-71), assisted by Nakatomi

Kamatari (614-69), eliminated the Soga
clan. Kamatari’s son, Fujiwara Fubito
(659-720), tried to implement the Taika
Reform, and also to establish the first
permanent capital to accommodate the
growing bureaucracy. In 684, an
appropriate site surrounded by the
Three Mountains of Yamato was found
in the Asuka region. Empress Jitō (r.
686-97) made the final decision of the
transfer in 694. After a mere 16 years,
however, Fubito decided to relocate the
capital yet again to Nara, about 16 km
north of Fujiwara-kyō.

12.15. Fujiwara-kyō
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which differ greatly from the facts. Unless we correct those
false records at this very moment, the foundation of our
kingdom and royal family will be lost in a few years. I now
intend to scrutinize all those records with great care, eliminate
the falsehoods, correct the errors, and hand down the true
version of our history to posterity.”32
Genmei (707-715), born in 661 as the fourth daughter
of Tenji, was a niece, the younger sister of Tenmu’s wife, and,
at the same time, a daughter-in-law of Tenmu. She had
relocated the capital from Fujiwara-kyō to Nara (Heijō-kyō) in
710.33 On September 18, 711, Genmei ordered Yasumaro to
write down the new History of Royal Mandate 勅語舊辭 that had
been memorized by Hieda Are, who must have been more than
54 years old by that time. Hieda Are dictated and Yasumaro
wrote. Four months later on January 28, 712, Yasumaro
presented the results to Genmei. Kojiki records this bare
outline of the newly created history without specifying dates,
months or years.
On the basis of Kojiki, the Yamato court immediately
commenced, under the co-chairmanship of Prince Toneri and
Yasumaro, the compilation of official annals called Nihongi.
This formal history of the Yamato kingdom was finished in
720, the sixth year of the reign of Genshou (715-24), a
daughter of Genmei. It came to be called Nihon-shoki in later
ages. Yasumaro died in 723.
The Yamato rulers compiled Kojiki and Nihongi with
definite objectives in mind. They wanted to eradicate any
original connection with the Paekche kingdom; they wanted to
make the origin of ruling clans as ancient and as native as the
Yayoi aborigines; and they wanted to make the Yamato
kingdom a dominant regional force. In the new history, the
Yamato kingdom is said to have been established in time
immemorial (660 BCE) without any connection with Paekche;
the imperial family became a truly native force without any
relation to the Paekche people; and all Korean and Chinese
kingdoms were under the suzerainty of the Yamato court. The
ruling clans were postulated to have come down to the
Japanese islands, not from the Korean peninsula but directly
from heaven. An entirely new identity as an ancient native
polity was thus created for the Yamato kingdom.
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Nihongi has neither a preface, nor tables, nor treatises
on contemporary systems, customs and geography, nor
biographies of important persons. In China, a chronicle
without such information could hardly be called “shoki.” The
main text (Annals), however, could maintain the semblance of
a standard Chinese dynastic history.
Ever since the appearance of Kojiki and Nihongi,
their ideology was instilled into the mind of the Yamato ruling
class, and eventually evolved into the semi-religious emperor
worship on the Japanese islands. The appellation for Yamato
rulers had in no time been elevated from Great King (Ō-kimi)
to Emperor (Tennō). As a result, even after the traditional ruling
class of Paekche origin lost all their powers to the samurai
warriors of peasant origin, the destitute nobles in the Kyōto
area were left alone by the earthly new rulers. Furthermore, the
emperor has continued to reign as the nominal head of the
Japanese state until today. The result seems to have been far
beyond anything possibly wished for by Tenmu, who was not
only a self-made but also a truly farsighted monarch.
5. Birth of the Macro-Tungusic States in Manchuria,
Confining the Pure Blooded Ye-maek Tungus to the
Korean Peninsula

12.16. A bronze bowl excavated at the
No-seo-dong Tomb No. 140, Kyung-ju,
with the inscription of King Kwang-gaeto who had greatly expanded territory,

THE SUSHEN-YILOU WERE THE SUBJECTS OF THE PUYEO
SINCE THE TIME OF HAN DYNASTY

The Dongyi-zhuan gives a brief description of the
Yilou. The Yilou are the descendants of Sushen people [and
the ancestors of the Mohe-Ruzhen people]. Yilou is located in
the mountainous forest region northeast of Puyeo that reaches
the ocean. They look similar to the Puyeo people, but their
language is different from that of Puyeo and Koguryeo. They
produce grains, cows, horses, and hemp. They are very strong
and courageous. Each village has a chieftain but they do not
have a king. They always live in the forest, enduring a much
colder climate than Puyeo. They raise pigs for food, and use pig
skin for clothes and pig fats to grease their body in winter for
protection against wind and cold. They use long bows which
are as powerful as crossbows, apply poison on the (blue) stone

and dated 415, two years after the
king’s death, possibly implying the year
of its bestowal to the Silla condolence
delegation as a gift.
34

三國志 魏書 烏丸鮮卑東夷傳 挹

婁傳 在夫餘東北千餘里 濱大海 南
與北沃沮接 未知其北所極…其人形
似夫餘 言語不與夫餘句麗同 人多
勇力 無大君長 邑落各有大人 處山
林之間 其俗好養豬…其弓長四尺
力如弩…古之肅愼氏之國也…善射
射人皆入…自漢以來 臣屬夫餘 夫
餘責其租賦重 以黃初中叛之 [220-2
6] 夫餘數伐之 其人衆雖少 所在山

Sui-Tang Confront Marco-Tungusic Koguryeo

險 鄰國人畏其弓矢 卒不能服也
35

The Kwang-gae-to epitaph suggests
the subjugation of the Black-Mohe
tribes sometime after the year 398.

廣開土大王碑文 八年戊戌 [398] 敎
遣偏師 觀息愼土俗 因使抄得莫[ ]
羅城 加太羅谷 男女三百餘人 自此
以來 朝貢論事
金史 卷一 世紀 金之先 出靺鞨氏
靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地也 元魏時
勿吉有七部 曰粟末部…曰黑水部…
唐初 有黑水靺鞨 粟末靺鞨 其五部
無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高麗 姓大氏 李
勣破高麗 粟末靺鞨保東牟山 後爲
渤海…黑水靺鞨居肅愼地...亦附于高
麗 嘗以兵十五萬衆助高麗拒唐太宗
敗于安市 開元中 來朝 置黑水府
以部長爲都督…其後渤海盛强 黑水
役屬之
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arrowheads, and shoot arrows with deadly accurate
marksmanship. They were the subjects of Puyeo since the time
of the Han dynasty. As the Puyeo exacted heavy taxes and
corvée, they rebelled in 220-6. The Puyeo made quite a few
punitive expeditions against the Yilou, but could not subjugate
them because, though the Yilou were small in number, they
dwelt in extremely rugged forest difficult to penetrate.34
The above records give a brief but rather clear idea of
the ancient relationship between the Ye-maek Tungus and the
Mohe-Ruzhen Tungus. According to the Dongyi-zhuan, the
language of Koguryeo was identical to that of the Puyeo, but
these two languages were different from the language of Yilou
people who were the descendants of Sushen. If the Chinese
records were correct, the language of the Ye-maek Tungus in
central Manchuria must have been substantially different from
that of the Mohe-Ruzhen Tungus of eastern Manchuria.
In 285, Murong Xianbei invaded Puyeo, prompting
the king to commit suicide. In 346, Murong Xianbei took the
Puyeo king and over 50,000 of his people prisoner. Upon the
extinction of the Xianbei state of Former Yan in 370, Puyeo
passed under the protection of Koguryeo. Subsequently, with
the rise of the Mohe people, the Puyeo royal house was driven
from its ancient territory and surrendered itself to Koguryeo in
494, completely extinguishing its existence.
SUI AND TANG CONFRONTING MACRO-TUNGUSIC KOGURYEO

12.17. Parhae 吉林 長白 靈光塔

By the turn of the fifth century, King Kwang-gae-to
(391-412) of Koguryeo overran Paekche’s capital (in 396), and
conquered Liao-dong as well as the Sushen people of northeast
Manchuria.35 Owing to the great military exploits of King
Kwang-gae-to, Koguryeo ruled the entire Mohe tribes in
eastern Manchuria, including the Black-Water Mohe, for more
than 250 years. As a result, there appear in various dynastic
chronicles rather conspicuous records of Mohe soldiers
fighting for Koguryeo until the very last moment of its
existence.
In the Samguk-sagi, there appear 6 records of Mohe
soldiers being mobilized to fight for Koguryeo. King Chang-su
(413-91), in personal command of 10,000 Mohe soldiers,
captured a Silla province in 468; King Mun-ja-myung (491-519)
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sent a general with Mohe soldiers in 507 to attack Paekche;
King Yung-yang (590-618) personally led 10,000 Mohe soldiers
and attacked Liao-xi in 598; King Bo-jang (642-668) sent a
general to relieve the An-shi Fortress in command of
Koguryeo army together with 150,000 Mohe soldiers in 645;
the Koguryeo army, together with the Mohe and Paekche
soldiers, attacked Silla in 655; and King Bo-jang sent a general
in command of the Mohe soldiers to attack a Silla castle in
661.36
According to the History of Kin, “150,000 BlackWater Mohe soldiers” fought on the side of Koguryeo against
the Tang Tai-zong’s army at the An-shi Fortress in 645. The
Old History of Tang corroborates the fact that 150,000 Mohe
soldiers came to rescue the An-shi Fortress, and further states
that Tai-zong buried alive the captured Mohe soldiers
numbering 3,300 at the Fortress.37
It was along the Liao River basin and the mountainous
Laio-dong peninsula that the Sui and Tang armies had
repeatedly lost battles against Koguryeo. The Laio-dong region
at last came under Tang control after the fall of Koguryeo in
668, and was placed under the jurisdiction of “ProtectorateGeneral to Pacify the East.” In order to placate the former
subjects of Koguryeo, however, Empress Wu enfeoffed the last
Koguryeo king, Po-jang, as the “King of Chosun” and
appointed him governor of Liao-dong (in 677), but Po-jang
plotted rebellion in collusion with the Mohe people and hence
was recalled and banished. Subsequently, his son Tong-mu was
appointed the governor of Liao-dong in 699. Tong-mu’s
immediate descendants, who succeeded him in that position,
gradually were able to secure virtual autonomy for the region
they governed, to the point where historians sometimes refer
to Liao-dong as “Lesser Koguryeo.”38
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36

三國史記 高句麗本紀 長壽王 五

十六年 (468) 王以靺鞨兵一萬 攻取
新羅悉直州
There appear 32 records of Paekche
fighting against the Mohe soldiers in the
Paekche Pon-ki, and 23 records of Silla
fighting against the Mohe soldiers in the
Silla Pon-ki.
37

舊唐書 列傳 第一百四十九 上

高麗…靺鞨之衆十五萬來援 安市城
… 太宗…收靺鞨 三千三百 盡坑之
38

舊唐書 卷一百九十九上 列傳 東

夷 高麗 See also Lee (1984: 71-73).
39

舊唐書 卷一百九十九 列傳 北狄

渤海靺鞨…大祚榮者本高麗別種也..
祚榮與靺鞨乞四比羽各領亡命東奔..
則天命..先破斬乞四比羽…祚榮合高
麗靺鞨之衆以拒楷固..靺鞨之衆及高
麗餘燼...自立爲[震]國王…風俗與高
麗及契丹同…開元七年 祚榮死…乃
冊立其嫡子桂婁郡王 大武藝襲父爲
新五代史 四夷附錄 第三 渤海…唐
高宗滅高麗 徙其人散處中國…高麗
別種大乞乞仲象…子祚榮立...中宗時
置忽汗州…封渤海郡王…其國土産物
與高麗同
欽定 滿洲源流考 卷八 疆域一 …

TANG COEXISTS WITH THE MACRO-TUNGUSIC PARHAE

渤海…遼史言 渤海大氏始…東牟山

The territorial expansion of the Tang empire reached
its peak by 680, but the rise of Tibetans and Eastern Turks in
Inner Asia and of Parhae in Manchuria soon began to push
back the Tang frontiers. The remnants of the Koguryeo
people, together with the Mohe tribes, established the Parhae
dynasty (689-926) in Manchuria. The founder of Parhae

…舊唐書作桂婁之東牟山 桂婁爲高
麗部名 高麗五部 西漢以還桂婁部
爲王 三國志 魏書東夷傳 高句麗傳
…本涓奴部爲王 稍微弱 今桂婁部
代之

Tang Coexists with Macro Tungusic Parhae
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聖武 神龜四年 九月 渤海郡王使

首領…來着…十二月 渤海郡者 舊高
麗國也 五年 … 上其王書 … 曰 … 復高
麗之舊居 有扶餘之遺俗
續日本紀 二, pp. 182, 186, 188.
渤海康王與日本國桓武書 [796]…可
尋踨於高氏…日本逸史 卷七 類聚
國史 卷一百九十三
(See also 柳得恭, 渤海考 國書考

三, compiled during 1779-84.)
Crossley (1997: 19) notes that: “the
Parhae class system was extremely
rigid. Elites tended to be affiliated with
large extended families and to have
surnames (no evidence exists that this
was the practice among commoners. …
The system required a caste system of
rank by birth, in which upward mobility
for the common people was virtually
impossible.”
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金史 卷一 世紀 金之先 出靺鞨

氏 靺鞨本號勿吉 古肅愼地也 元魏
時 勿吉有七部 曰粟末部…曰黑水
部…唐初 有黑水靺鞨 粟末靺鞨 其
五部無聞 粟末靺鞨始附高麗 姓大
氏 李勣破高麗 粟末靺鞨保東牟山
後爲渤海…黑水靺鞨居肅愼地...附于
高麗 嘗以兵十五萬衆助高麗拒唐太
宗 敗于安市 開元中 來朝 置黑水
府

以部長爲都督…其後渤海盛强

黑水役屬之 朝貢遂絶 五代時 契丹
盡取渤海地 而黑水靺鞨附屬于契丹
其在南者籍契丹 號熟女直 其在北
者 不在契丹籍 號生女直 生女直地
有…長白山…黑龍江
42

Lee (1984: 71-73)
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(Bohai) was a former Koguryeo general, Tae Cho-young (r.
689-719). Upon the fall of Koguryeo, he had been taken
prisoner and forced to settle at Ying-zhou (modern Zhaoyang), but seizing upon the occasion of an insurrection by the
Qidan people, he led a band of followers eastward and
proclaimed himself king of Chin, renamed Parhae, in 713. The
“Tae” clan and Cho-young himself seem to belong either to
the core Koguryeo royal clan, “Kye-ru,” or to a naturalized
Mohe clan.39 The leadership element of Parhae could have
been drawn from the Mohe-Ruzhen people, but they after all
had been part of Koguryeo. The Parhae state “was based upon
the foundations welded together by Koguryeo” (see Henthorn,
1971, p. 54). The appearance of the Parhae kingdom represents
yet another union of the Ye-mack Tungus and the MoheRuzhen Tungus that lasted for more than two centuries.
In 732, King Mu (719-37) of Parhae sent an army by
sea to attack the Tang port of Deng-zhou on the Shan-dong
peninsula. Tang and Silla joined hands in 733 to strike at Parhae
in concert from two sides. The advent of the Parhae kingdom
and the Unified Silla dashed the Tang’s dream of conquering
Manchuria and the Korean peninsula.
When the Parhae envoy arrived at the Yamato court
for the first time in 727, they apparently claimed that Parhae
was old Koguryeo, stating that it recovered Koguryeo’s old
territory and was maintaining the Puyeo customs. The Parhae
sovereign’s message to the Yamato Kingdom in 798 states that
the King may dare say that Parhae has been faithfully following
the Koguryeo (or the footsteps of the Ko lineage).40
The Parhae came to rule over the people of both
Koguryeo ethnic stock and all of the Mohe tribes then living in
eastern Manchuria, including the Black-Water Mohe tribes,
according to the History of Kin.41 When the Qidan Liao
conquered the Parhae, the Black-Water Mohe tribes that could
be incorporated into the Liao were called “Tamed” Ruzhen,
and the rest of the Black-Water Mohe tribes that were not
incorporated into the Liao were called “Wild” Ruzhen. The
Wild Ruzhen inhabited the so-called “White Mountain, Black
Water” area (i.e., the area around the Long White Mountain
and Amur River).
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THE PARHAE TERRITORY

Parhae took advantage of the An Lu-shan rebellion
(755-57), and occupied the Liao-dong area absorbing the
Lesser Koguryeo.42 A map of Tang shows the coastal region of
Liao-xi to the west of the Liao River having been included in
Tang’s territory as of 742, but another map of Tang provinces
shows its borders as having been pushed behind the Great Wall
by 763.43 Ledyard (1983: 341) quotes the Old History of Tang
(Geography 2): “Tang’s An-dong Military Command, with its
headquarters in Liao-dong after 676, lasted only eighty years
before its abolition in 756.”
The History of Liao records that the Parhae
established its provinces at the old Koguryeo fortress areas
such as the Shin-seong Fortress, the Kae-mo, the Paek-am, the
Liao-dong, and the An-shi in Liao-dong, and also established
its provinces at some Liao-xi area.44 Manzhou Yuanliu Gao
includes records showing that the Parhae had occupied the Bisa Fortress at the southern tip of the Liao-dong Peninsula. The
Parhae sovereign’s message to the Yamato Kingdom in 796
states that the Parhae has recovered the entire old Koguryeo
territory and its ruler’s authority now shines beyond the Liao
River.45 The Parhae came to occupy virtually the whole of
Manchuria, including the old Koguryeo territories in
Manchuria, some new Liao-xi area, Song-hua and Ussuri basins
as well as the whole adjoining coastal zone along the East Sea.
According to the Lie-zhuan section of the New
History of Tang, the Middle Capital of Parhae, called Xian-defu, had six “zhou” (provinces) including “Xian-zhou,” Tiezhou and Tang-zhou. According to the History of Liao, those
six provinces of Xian-de-fu including Xian-zhou were located
around the Liao River, some in the east and some in the west. 46
Apparently measuring the distances from an early Parhae
border prior to the An Lu-shan rebellion (755-7), however, the
geography section of the New History of Tang mentions a
place named “Xian-zhou” that had been located deep in the
Long White Mountains.47 On the basis of this record, Chinese
and Japanese historians locate the entire “Xian-de-fu” deep in
the mountains, and draw the maps of Tang territory that
includes the whole Liao-dong area until the fall of Tang
dynasty in 907. They never mention the records of the History

Birth of Macro-Tungusic States in Manchuria
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Twitchett (1979: 403, 488)

遼史 東京遼州 本…渤海爲東平

府 唐太宗親征高麗 李世勣拔遼城
高宗詔程名振蘇定方討高麗 至新城
大破之 皆此地也…遼州有遼河
遼史 東京巖州白巖軍 本渤海白巖
城 太宗撥屬瀋州白巖縣 渤海置州
按唐太宗貞觀十九年 伐高麗 旣得
遼州 進軍白巖城 克之置巖州
遼史 鐵州…本漢安市縣地 高麗爲
安市城 唐太宗攻之不下 薛仁貴白
衣登城 卽此渤海置州 蓋州 遼史辰
州 本高麗蓋牟城…渤海改爲蓋州
金史 地理上 咸平府 本高麗銅山縣
地 遼爲咸州…南有柴河 北有淸河
西有遼河
遼史 地理志二 咸州…本高麗銅山
縣地 渤海置銅山郡…唐安東都護治
永平二州間卽此
遼史 瀋州本挹婁國地 渤海建瀋州
遼東行部誌 瀋州在唐時爲高麗侵據
欽定滿洲源流考 卷十 疆域三 渤海
國境 遼史 東京海州南海軍..渤海號
南京南海府…舊五代史 自鐵州行七
八日至南海府 元一統志 澄州本海
州南海府…高麗時卑沙城...卽此渤海
爲南海府 隋大業十年 來護兒出海
道至卑奢城敗高麗兵…明一統志 海
州…高麗爲沙卑城 渤海國爲南海府
遼史 銀州…本渤海富州
遼史 東京信州 本…渤海置懷府
穆州 遼史…本渤海會農郡
韓州 金史…本渤海鄚頡府
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Drawing Wrong Maps of Parhae Territory

45

渤海 康王與日本國桓武書 [796]

of Liao.

海顯德府地

The History of Liao was compiled rather hastily at the
end of the Mongol Yuan dynasty (1206-1368) in a period of
merely eleven months from 1343-4, and hence one can find
quite a few inconsistencies in the records. The History of Kin
was also compiled by the Yuan court in less than twenty
months, from April 1343 to November 1344. The New History
of Tang, on the other hand, was compiled very systematically
under the auspices of the Han Chinese Northern Song court,
the self-claimed heir to the Tang dynasty, over the 17 year
period from 1044 to 1060. From the viewpoint of the so-called
“Barbarians,” however, it is obvious to tell which history
represents a less distorted presentation of the facts.

欽定 滿洲源流考卷十一 疆域四 遼

FORMING THE MACRO-TUNGUS

東北地界 遼史 顯州…本渤海顯德

Since the turn of the fifth century, Koguryeo began to
rule the entire Mohe tribes in eastern Manchuria, including the
Black-Water Mohe. The Parhae dynasty (689-926) was
established by the Ye-maek people of central Manchuria
together with the Mohe people of eastern Manchuria who were
the descendants of the Sushen-Yilou people. The ethnic
character of the latter (post-400 CE) part of the Koguryeo
Kingdom, just like that of the Parhae, may be defined as
macro-Tungusic. The first half of the macro-Tungusic union
was apparently dominated by the Ye-mack Tungus, but the
second half of the union could have been dominated by the
Mohe-Ruzhen Tungus.
Unlike the Ye-maek people, the Mohe-Ruzhens had
never been able to establish a state, not even a walled-town
state. Only by uniting with the Ye-maek people, the MoheRuzehns could establish a full-fledged dynasty, the Parhae,
upon the foundations welded together by Koguryeo, for the
first time in their ethnic history.
According to the Chinese chronicles, the language of
Puyeo-Koguryeo-Paekche was different from that of SushenYilou-Mohe. The latter is definitely classified as the Tungusic
branch of the Altaic language family. It seems that modern
linguists, whether the Pro-Altaists or Anti-Altaists, are still not
certain whether to classify the Ye-mack language of central
Manchuria as just another Tungusic branch. The fact that

土統舊封…金印紫綬 遼外光耀…日
本後紀 卷五 類聚國史 卷一百九十
三
46

(柳得恭, 渤海考 國書考二.)
新唐書 列傳 北狄渤海…中京曰

顯德府 領盧顯鐵湯榮興六州
遼史 地理志二 東京道 盧州…本渤
海杉盧郡 鐵州…高麗爲安市城…卽
此渤海置州 興州…渤海置州 湯州
本漢襄平縣地 渤海置州 顯州 本渤

府地…以奉顯陵…本漢無盧縣 卽醫
巫閭…自錦州八十里至…自..一百里
至顯州…遼西州…本漢遼西郡地 世
宗置州屬顯州…遼東行部誌 廣甯本
陽羅郡渤海顯德府 遼世宗改顯州…
乾州…本漢無慮縣…本渤海…縣 元
一統志 乾州故城在廣甯府西南七里
遼史 地理志二 東京道 顯州 本渤
海顯德府地…以奉顯陵…置醫巫閭
山絶頂築堂曰望海…穆宗葬世宗於
顯陵西山…有十三山
金史 地理上 廣寧府本遼顯州… 廣
寧有遼世宗顯陵 閭陽遼乾州 廣德
軍 …有凌河 有遼景宗乾陵
47

新唐書 志第三十三下 地理七下

自鴨綠江口舟行百餘里..東北三十里
…得渤海之境…又泝流五百里 至丸
都縣城…又東北泝流二百里 至神州
又陸行四百里 至顯州 天寶中 [742756] 王所都 又正北如東六百里 至

渤海王城
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Birth of Macro-Tungusic States in Manchuria

Koguryeo had ruled almost entire Manchuria for more than
250 years (after c. 400 CE) and also the fact that the Ye-maek
and Mohe people had jointly established the full-fledged
Macro-Tungusic Parhae (Bohai) dynasty that clearly existed for
237 years in the traditional domain of these two groups of
people should boggle the imagination of linguists.
Direct interaction and linguistic assimilation between
the Ye-maek and the Mohe-Ruzhen for nearly 500 years would
inevitably have affected the lexical and the structural properties
of both languages. The Korean language originating from the
Puyeo-Kogurye-Silla language and the Manchu language
originating from the Sushen-Mohe-Ruzhen language both
reveal the phenomenon of vowel rotation and a systematic
shift of vowel qualities which led to the restructuring of the
vowel paradigm as well as to the reorientation of the pattern of
vowel harmony.48
With the appearance of the Mohe-Ruzhen Kin and
Qing empires, the “pure-blooded” Ye-mack Tungus came to be
confined to the Korean peninsula. The Ye-maek cousins who
stayed behind in Manchuria came to be thoroughly assimilated
into the so-called “Manchu,” the macro-Tungusic people,
under the leadership of Mohe-Ruzhen. Their assimilation
process might remind one the history of Viking kingdoms. The
Danish-dominated Viking empire (1397-1523) was dissolved by
the Swedish rebellion, and Denmark further lost southern
Sweden around Lund in 1658. By 1814 there appeared the
Swedish-dominated Scandinavia, in the form of the SuedoNorwegian union under the Swedish king (that lasted until
1905), confining the pure-blooded Danish Vikings to the
Jutland peninsula and the two islands. It would perhaps be
difficult for Viking warrior ancestors to comprehend the
modern-day Danish farmers, quite content with a bucolic life
of breeding pigs and cattle for meat and dairy products.

12.18. Roof tile excavated from
the Parhae Eastern Capital

12.19. Parhae in Liao-xi
Di Li Tu in Cao Wanru (1990: 72)

6. The Silla and the Yamato Court Form a Strategic
Alliance

In the late seventh century, not only the Silla but also
the Yamato court were afraid of the Tang’s expansionist
intention. In 664, the Yamato court reinforced the garrison

48

49

See Janhunen (1996: 153).

天智 三年 於對馬嶋 壹岐嶋 筑

紫國等 置防與烽 又於 筑紫築大堤
貯水 名曰水城 (NII: 363)

Silla and Yamato Court Form a Strategic Alliance

天智 四年 遣達率答炑春初 築城於
長門國 遣達率億禮福留 達率四比
福夫於筑紫國 築大野及椽二城 (NII:
365)

天智 六年 遷都于近江...十一月 百
濟鎭將劉仁願 遣熊津都督府 熊山
縣令…等 送…等於筑紫都督府…是
月築倭國高安城…屋嶋城 對馬國金
田城 (NII: 367)
天武 八年 [679] 詔曰…檢校親王諸
臣及百寮人之兵及馬 (NII: 439)
十二年 詔諸國習陣法 (NII: 461)
十三年 詔曰 凡政 要者軍事也 是
以文武官諸人務 習用兵及乘馬…其
有馬者爲騎士 無馬者爲步卒 並當
試練 (NII: 463)
持統 三年 [689] 詔左右京職及 諸
國司 築習射所 ...詔諸國司曰 今冬
戶籍可造宜 限九月 糺捉浮浪 其兵
士者 每於一國 四分而點其一 令習
武事 (NII: 499)
七年 [693] 詔自 今年始於親王下至
進位 觀所儲兵…遣陣法 博士等 敎
習諸國 (NII: 523)
50

天智 七年 [668] 皇太子卽天皇位
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forces stationed at the islands of Tsushima, Iki, and northern
Kyūshū, constructed beacons, and surrounded the fortresses in
Kyūshū with moats. In 665, the Yamato court sent Paekche
generals to construct a rampart in Nagato and two ramparts in
Kyūshū. In 667, a rampart was constructed in the Yamato
region, another at Sanuki, and another at Tsushima Island. One
finds the expression “Tsukusi (Northern Kyūshū)
Commandery” appearing in the Nihongi record for the year
667. The Yamato court intensified its preparation for a possible
war against the Tang invasion forces.49
Silla and the Yamato court formed a strategic, though
short-lived, alliance against the Tang. In 668, Silla sent an
envoy, and the Yamato court presented a ship to Kim Yu-shin,
and also a ship to the King of Silla through the returning Silla
envoy, symbolizing the beginning of the strategic alliance
between the Silla and the Yamato court.50 Between 668-95, the
Yamato court sent nine envoys to Silla.
The appearance of the Macro-Tungusic Parhae in
Manchuria, however, substantially lessened the direct threat of
the Tang on the Korean peninsula and also on the Japanese
islands. As the Parhae threatened the Tang’s northeastern
frontier, Tang had to restore an amicable relationship with the
Silla, who assisted Tang’s attack on Parhae in 733. Tang
formally recognized Silla’s suzerainty on the Korean peninsula
in 735.
The traditional animosity between Silla and the
Yamato kingdom could not but re-surface. When the Parhae
came to occupy the Liao-dong in 755-7, the strategic alliance
between Silla and the Yamato kingdom rapidly dissolved. The
Yamato court sent no envoys to Silla (while sending four
envoys to Parhae) between 754-78, and rumors of invading
Silla could be heard in the Yamato court in 759. 51

...新羅遣...金東嚴等進調...賜新羅上

臣大角干庾信船一隻...使...賜新羅王
輸御調船一隻 付東嚴等 (NII: 371)

7. Glorifying the Tang Dynasty

天武 四年 [675] 新羅遣王子忠元…

Even the disastrous Tang campaigns against
Koguryeo, for all the shadow they cast on Tai-zong himself, did
little to reduce the glory of the Tang dynasty in the minds of
historians. Yet, after Li Shi-min’s death, and especially after the

爲大使…遣于新羅...詔曰 諸王以下
初位以上 每人備兵 (NII: 417-421)
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reign of Empress Wu (660-705), one can plainly see the
decaying might of the Tang’s military forces. The rule by
martial aristocratic clans changed into the rule by bureaucrats
selected through the examination system. The Tang court
eventually reverted to the defensive policies employed by the
Han dynasties (sans Wu-di).52
Empress Wu, in alliance with the Silla, could conquer
Paekche in 663 and Koguryeo in 668, but the Tang were
prevented from enjoying her exploits even for a few years.
Fighting against the Silla began in 670, and the Tang army was
expelled from the Korean peninsula in 676. There then
emerged the Parhae in 698, and the Tang were expelled also
from the Liao-dong area by the mid-eighth century, retreating
behind the Great Wall.
The successors to Empress Wu (r. 660-705), anxious
to avoid Turkish attacks (682-745), offered marriage proposals,
gifts, and subsidies. Even before the An Lu-shan rebellion, the
Uighur Turks (744-840) had extorted huge amounts of silk and
other gifts from the Tang. The Tang’s rule became nominal
after a series of rebellions beginning with An Lu-shan (755-63),
and the Uighurs became the extortioner-cum-protector. By the
ninth century, regional military commanders (Jie-du-shi), who
were often foreigners, did not permit interference from the
central government. According to Fairbank (1992: 86), “the
actual interregnum in central power lasted all the way from the
rebellion of 755 to 979.”
Contrary to the myth carefully nurtured by modernday historians, the glory and power of the Tang dynasty were
rather short-lived, in addition to its reputation being tarnished
(?) by the rule of an Empress, a woman.

Birth of Macro-Tungusic States in Manchuria

五年 王卿遣京 及畿內 校人別兵…
爲大使…遣於新羅...新羅遣…請政
(NII: 425-7)

十年...大使...遣新羅國...新羅遣 (NII:
447-451)

十四年 新羅遣…請政 (NII: 473)
持統 元年 [687] 新羅遣王子...等 奏
請國政 (NII: 491)
51

聖武 天平七年 [735] 新羅使…入

京...而新羅國輒改本號曰王城國 因
玆返却其使 (SN2: 286)
九年 [737] 遣新羅使 奏新羅國失常
禮...或言遣使問其由 或發兵加征伐
...以告新羅无禮之狀 (SN2: 310-2)
十五年 [743] 新羅使… 大失常禮
(SN2: 418)

淳仁 天平寶字 三年 [759] 令大宰
府造行軍式 以將伐新羅也 九月 造
船五百艘...爲征新羅也 (SN3: 320-8)
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Barfield (1989: 145-146)
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